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Abstract Subsurface eddies are known features of ocean circulation, but the sparsity of
observations prevents an assessment of their importance for biogeochemistry. Here we use a global
eddying (0.1∘) ocean-biogeochemical model to carry out a census of subsurface coherent eddies originating
from eastern boundary upwelling systems (EBUS) and quantify their biogeochemical effects as they
propagate westward into the subtropical gyres. While most eddies exist for a few months, moving over
distances of hundreds of kilometers, a small fraction (<5%) of long-lived eddies propagates over distances
greater than 1,000 km, carrying the oxygen-poor and nutrient-rich signature of EBUS into the gyre interiors.
In the Pacific, transport by subsurface coherent eddies accounts for roughly 10% of the offshore transport
of oxygen and nutrients in pycnocline waters. This “leakage” of subsurface waters can be a significant
fraction of the transport by nutrient-rich poleward undercurrents and may contribute to the well-known
reduction of productivity by eddies in EBUS. Furthermore, at the density layer of their cores, eddies decrease
climatological oxygen locally by close to 10%, thereby expanding oxygen minimum zones. Finally, eddies
represent low-oxygen extreme events in otherwise oxygenated waters, increasing the area of hypoxic
waters by several percent and producing dramatic short-term changes that may play an important
ecological role. Capturing these nonlocal effects in global climate models, which typically include
noneddying oceans, would require dedicated parameterizations.

1. Introduction

A myriad of eddies at scales of (10) to (100) km has been recognized to populate the surface ocean at any
time (Chelton et al., 2011), showing up as beautiful swirls in high-resolution satellite images such as ocean
color and as sea surface height anomalies. In contrast, the occurrence and pathways of interior ocean eddies
are much less well known.

Sporadic observations of interior ocean eddies, often labeled as “submesoscale coherent vortices” (McWilliams,
1985; Riser et al., 1986), have also been known for decades. They are often described as swirl-like currents
associated with distinct lens-shaped tracer anomalies. These subsurface eddies reside within or below the
pycnocline and are typically anticyclonic. They tend to be in geostrophic or gradient wind balance and exist
in the submesocale to mesoscale range (smaller and larger than the first baroclinic radius of deformation,
Collins et al., 2013; Johnson & McTaggart, 2010; McWilliams, 1985; Molemaker et al., 2015; Pelland et al., 2013).
The formation of subsurface coherent eddies may arise from baroclinic instabilities, just as for surface ocean
eddies. However, subsurface eddies can also form from convection, or boundary currents undergoing flow
separation, centrifugal, and submesoscale instabilities that adjust into submesoscale or mesoscale balanced
flows (Bosse et al., 2016; D’Asaro, 1988; Gula et al., 2016; McWilliams, 1985; Molemaker et al., 2015; Solodoch
et al., 2016). Their physical and biogeochemical tracer characteristics, from salinity to oxygen, indicate an
origin in water masses foreign to the locations where the eddies are found (e.g., Lukas & Santiago-Mandujano,
2001; Riser & Owens, 1985). These observations suggest that subsurface coherent eddies trap waters and
transport them over vast distances in the relatively quiescent realm of the interior ocean. For example “Meddies”
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Figure 1. Schematic of the biogeochemical effects of subsurface coherent eddies originating in eastern boundary
upwelling systems, referred to as poleward undercurrent eddies (Puddies) in the paper; here shown for the
Northern Hemisphere.

were estimated to account for 40% of the Mediterranean outflow and contribute to “a substantial part of
the westward salinity flux in the Mediterranean water salt tongue” (McWilliams, 1985). Similarly, subsur-
face “Cuddies” shedding from the California Undercurrent or “intrathermocline eddies” shedding from the
Peru-Chile Undercurrent move anomalously salty, warm, oxygen-poor, and nutrient-rich waters away from
the coast (Collins et al., 2013; Hormazabal et al., 2013; Morales et al., 2012), well into the interior of the sub-
tropical gyres (Lukas & Santiago-Mandujano, 2001). Such nonlocal transport (labeled here cannonball effect;
see schematic in Figure 1) is not represented in climate models with typically noneddying oceans because the
coherent eddies’ tracer anomalies are not related to local climatological density or tracer gradients (Treguier
et al., 2003).

For marine biogeochemistry, subsurface coherent eddies are not only interesting for their long-range tracer
transports: the isolation of the eddies from surrounding waters provides a chemical environment distinct from
the local climatological conditions and may directly affect biogeochemical and ecological processes within
the eddies (Figure 1). Subsurface coherent eddies that originate from poleward flowing undercurrents in east-
ern boundary upwelling systems (EBUS) and subsequently propagate westward into the interior of subtropical
gyres have caught much attention as rare, extreme low-oxygen events, which we refer to as hypoxic storms
(e.g., Johnson & McTaggart, 2010; Karstensen et al., 2015; Lukas & Santiago-Mandujano, 2001; Stramma et al.,
2013, 2014; Schütte, Karstensen, Krahmann et al., 2016). The nearly anoxic conditions found in some of these
eddies would limit the activity of oxygen-dependent heterotrophic organisms and host a different microbial
community than the surrounding oxygenated waters (Löscher et al., 2015), potentially supporting anaerobic
metabolisms, including denitrification. We label the potential amplification of low-oxygen processes within
eddies the stewpot effect. Indeed, observations suggest that low-oxygen eddies can be hot spots of fixed
nitrogen losses (Altabet et al., 2012; Löscher et al., 2015) and production of nitrous oxide (Arévalo-Martínez
et al., 2016; Grundle et al., 2017), a powerful greenhouse gas. Depending on their magnitude, the cannonball,
hypoxic storm, and stewpot effects may require dedicated parameterizations in non eddy-resolving models.
However, no global estimate of the importance of these effects exists so far.

In this paper, we focus on the prominent subsurface coherent eddies originating in the EBUS and propa-
gating offshore. We label them “Puddies” due to their typical origin from the eastern boundary poleward
undercurrents. Because of the sporadic occurrence and extreme anomalies of Puddies, quantification of their
large-scale influence requires data at high spatiotemporal resolution. Given that such a quantification can-
not currently be carried out with the sparse existing network of subsurface biogeochemical observations,
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we instead use the output from a high-resolution global eddying model. Specifically, we (i) provide a phe-
nomenology of subsurface coherent eddies originating from EBUS and explore to what extent Puddies;
(ii) account for a significant nonlocal biogeochemical tracer transport, moving oxygen-poor and nutrient-rich
waters from EBUS to the subtropical gyres and thereby reshaping oxygen minimum zones (cannonball effect);
(iii) represent extreme low-oxygen events that may affect ecosystems (hypoxic storms); and (iv) contribute
to the occurrence of denitrification and other anaerobic processes in otherwise oxygenated waters (stewpot
effect). To this end, we identify and track the eddies in the model, assess their properties, and estimate their
effect on biogeochemical tracer distributions and transports.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the model and methods; section 3 details
the results of the analysis; section 4 discusses the large-scale biogeochemical effect of Puddies; section 5
concludes the paper with implications for modeling and observational efforts.

2. Methods
2.1. Eddying Ocean Model
Because the observational record of subsurface coherent eddies is extremely limited in space and time, we
focus on output from Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) CM2.6, a global coupled climate model
with an eddying ocean. The model is characterized by (i) a spatial resolution of 0.1∘, thus actively eddying
(Griffies et al., 2015) and resolving the mesoscale at low to midlatitudes in the open ocean (Hallberg, 2013), and
(ii) a simple biogeochemical component (miniBLING), with three prognostic biogeochemical tracers including
oxygen, and a single limiting macronutrient (Galbraith et al., 2015). Denitrification and nitrogen fixation are
not represented in miniBLING, making the single macronutrient behaving akin to phosphate. miniBLING per-
forms similarly to more sophisticated biogeochemical models in many respects (Galbraith et al., 2015), making
the model suitable to estimating the contribution of eddies to biogeochemical tracer budgets. The vertical
resolution of the model comprises 50 levels with a spacing of 10–100 m at the depth range of 100–700 m
where the eddies occur, largely sufficient to resolve subsurface eddies with vertical extents of several hun-
dred meters. The model has been initialized from the World Ocean Atlas (WOA) 2009 (temperature, salinity,
oxygen, and phosphate, Antonov et al., 2010; Garcia et al., 2010a, 2010b; Locarnini et al., 2010) and the Global
Ocean Data Analysis Project (GLODAP) (Key et al., 2004) and run under preindustrial atmospheric carbon diox-
ide concentrations for 200 years. miniBLING is coupled to the simulation after the initial spin-up of the physical
model at year 48. For our analysis we use climatological and 5 day average fields from the last 20 years of the
simulation to provide robust statistics of subsurface eddy numbers and properties.

The model physical and biogeochemical fields, and the ocean circulation, are largely spun up in the upper
ocean over the last 20 years of the simulation and have been shown to compare well to observations (Dufour
et al., 2015; Griffies et al., 2015). For the purpose of this study, we additionally carry out a brief evaluation of
the climatological oxygen conditions, the representation of the eastern boundary poleward undercurrents,
and the simulation of Puddies (see section 3.1).

2.2. Observational Data Used for Model Evaluation
We compare the model with four types of observational products: (i) a gridded global climatology, (ii) in situ
observations from moorings and gliders, (iii) shipboard acoustic Doppler current profiler (sADCP) data, and (iv)
observationally based statistics of North Atlantic subsurface coherent eddies. In detail, the corresponding
observations we used are (i) physical and biogeochemical fields of the climatology Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation Atlas of Regional Seas (CARS) 2009 from http://www.marine.csiro.au/
∼dunn/cars2009 (Condie & Dunn, 2006), which incorporates data of the past 50 years; (ii) physical and bio-
geochemical mooring data available at http://uop.whoi.edu/currentprojects/Stratus/stratus.html as detailed
in Stramma et al. (2014); (iii) South Pacific poleward undercurrent data collected by the Peruvian Institute of
the Sea (IMARPE) and used as in Chaigneau et al. (2013) and North Pacific undercurrent data collected by the
California Underwater Glider Network (CUGN) (Rudnick et al., 2017), available at http://spraydata.ucsd.edu/
climCUGN; and (iv) eddy statistics from Schütte, Brandt, and Karstensen (2016) and Schütte, Karstensen,
et al. (2016).

2.3. Detection of Puddies
To assess the characteristics and effects of Puddies, we take the approach of identifying individual eddies in
the model and tracking them over time in an automated manner to have a large sample size available for
subsequent analysis (based on Faghmous et al., 2015).
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Figure 2. Region of study and sample Puddies. (a) Model snapshot (5 day average) of oxygen (colors) on an isopycnal
layer (26.7 kg m−3; note that the layer outcrops and does not extend to the coast in all places), with the climatological
200 μmol kg−1 contour overlayed in light gray, and the thickness of the 27.1 - 26.4 kg m−3 layer overlayed in black
(50 m intervals). The four black boxes indicate the focus regions of the study, and the black lines following the shape
of the coastlines the regions used for the calculation of transports (section 2.4.1). The vertical white dashed line in the
South Pacific denotes one of the meridional sections used to assess the density range of eddies (see Figure 3b and
section 2.3.1), the white box the inset shown in (b). (b) Colors show the same as in (a), black contours layer thickness
anomalies (10 m intervals, solid: positive, dashed: negative) used for the detection of Puddies; white squares indicate
geographical locations for the model M and for an observational mooring O, and the black arrow marks the eddy
which will pass by M. (c) Time series (160 days) of oxygen extracted from the model (M) (left panel), and a vertically
interpolated time series at the mooring O (reproduced from Stramma et al., 2014). Oxygen is shown in colors
(gray indicates lack of observations; asterisks indicate depths of measurements): densities as black contours and
the meridional velocity as white contours. (d) The same oxygen time series as in (c) at the approximate core of the
eddies, 235 m; the observational time series is averaged over 5 day intervals to match the model resolution; the
vertical axes have the same range but are slightly shifted to simplify a visual comparison of the magnitude of the
oxygen drop associated with the eddies.
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Figure 3. Density range and hydrographic properties of Puddies. (a) Temperature-salinity diagrams showing profiles of
representative eddies from each of the focus regions, climatological profiles at the same location, and the characteristics
of poleward undercurrent waters within 500 km off the coast with flow greater than 1 cm s−1 down to 500 m (dots).
Colors indicate oxygen concentrations. (b) Meridional section of the temporal standard deviation of the Okubo-Weiss
parameter over years 181–200, here for the South Pacific at 80∘W (see dashed white line in Figure 2a). Black contours
indicate selected densities; purple contours from the surface to the bottom: the maximum of the climatological monthly
mixed layer (MLD), the maximum vertical density gradient in the pycnocline, and the pycnocline base defined as the
minimum MLD plus the pycnocline thickness (Gnanadesikan et al., 2007, equation (6)).
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Figure 4. Comparison of model and observed oxygen concentration
(colors) and depth of the isopycnal layer of Puddies (26.7 kg m−3).
(a) Model, (b) observations (CARS, Condie & Dunn, 2006), and (c) difference
((a) − (b)). Depth anomalies in (c) are indicated in solid if positive, that is,
deeper, and dashed if negative, that is, shallower. Intervals are 50 m, the
zero isoline is shown in bold.

Typically, mesoscale eddies are identified from their sea surface height
anomaly signatures. As a sea surface height anomaly is anticipated to be
weak or missing for subsurface ocean eddies, a detection is required in the
ocean interior. To this end, we determine representative density surfaces
embracing Puddies and identify eddies as positive anomalies of the layer
thickness bounded by these densities. We then follow the identified eddies
from one time step to the next; that is, we track them over time. We discuss
each of these steps in the following sections.
2.3.1. Determining the Relevant Density Layers
We focus on four regions that extend westward from the main EBUS in the
Atlantic and Pacific basins, shown as black boxes in Figure 2a. Snapshots
of individual Puddies provide an impression of the density range in which
the eddies reside (Figures 2c and 3a). This range is systematically assessed
as follows. First, we set the meridional range of the focus regions based
on low-oxygen conditions at the depth/density of the eddies, and the
existence of a poleward undercurrent from which the eddies are thought
to originate (see Figures 4a and 5a). Second, we pick inshore and farther
offshore meridional sections of the Okubo-Weiss parameter across these
regions (Okubo, 1970; Weiss, 1991; see, e.g., for the South Pacific, the white
dashed line in Figure 2a).

A negative Okubo-Weiss parameter represents a dominance of vorticity
(i.e., rotation) over strain, hence indicating the presence of a vortex, or eddy.
Because eddies are transient, showing up as temporal negative anomalies
of the Okubo-Weiss parameter, we set positive values of the Okubo-Weiss
parameter to zero to discard dominance of strain and next calculate the
temporal standard deviation of the Okubo-Weiss parameter over 20 years
of five daily data. The depth range of subsurface eddies appears as a max-
imum of the standard deviation below the mixed layer depth, and below
the maximum vertical gradient of the pycnocline (Figure 3b).

Based on this analysis, we pick 𝜎=26.4 kg m−3 and 𝜎=27.1 kg m−3 as upper
and lower bounding densities, corresponding to densities which embrace
high standard deviations of the Okubo-Weiss parameter. This range is fairly
representative for both the Pacific and Atlantic basins. Our conclusions are
not particularly sensitive to choosing slightly lighter or heavier density lay-
ers, as long as they correspond to the approximately 100 m–700 m depth
range at which the Puddies’ cores are found (Figures 2c and 3a).

Anticyclonic subsurface eddies are lens shaped, with upward doming
isopycnals above the eddy core, and depressed isopycnals below it
(Figures 2b and 2c). For cyclonic eddies, the opposite is true; that is, isopy-
cnals are depressed above the eddy core and domed below it. Density

surfaces bounding the eddies are similar close to the coast and further offshore. This indicates that Puddies
tend to conserve their density; that is, they slide along isopycnals as they subduct from the formation regions
into the gyre interiors.

After extracting the thickness of the density layer between 26.4 kg m−3 and 27.1 kg m−3, we calculate 5 day
anomalies relative to the climatological thickness and finally identify eddies based on positive thickness
anomalies (see section 2.3.2 below). As indicated in section 1, we focus on thick (positive) anomalies, that
is, low-stratification lens-shaped anticyclonic Puddies, leaving aside highly stratified cyclones. This choice
is motivated by the fact that even though subsurface cyclonic eddies have been observed (e.g., south of
Australia in Frenger et al., 2015), the lens-shaped anticyclonic eddies have been prevalent in observations
for decades. The apparent dominance of weakly stratified eddies in both observations and models (Kurian
et al., 2011; Nagai et al., 2015) is consistent with the formation of Puddies by subsurface boundary currents
through flow separation, which is expected to favor the generation of low potential vorticity waters, that is,
anticyclones (D’Asaro, 1988; Dewar et al., 2015; McWilliams, 1985; Molemaker et al., 2015; Thomsen, 2016).
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Figure 5. Model representation of eastern boundary poleward undercurrents. (a) Vertical average (50 to 500 m) of the
meridional velocity component in the model; arrows indicate the undercurrents; white squares mark the sections shown
in (b), that is, climatological alongshore velocity (colors) in the model (left panels) compared to temporally averaged in
situ observations at approximately the same locations (right panels, from Rudnick et al., 2017, for the North Pacific,
and Chaigneau et al., 2013, for the South Pacific). Gray contours in (b) denote selected velocity levels, black contours
selected density layers, and white contours selected oxygen levels. Note the lack of observations near the ocean surface.
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2.3.2. Identification and Tracking
We identify Puddies from closed contours of positive isopycnal layer thickness anomalies (see section 2.3.1)
using the method of Faghmous et al. (2015, associated code available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
13037), which was originally developed to detect mesoscale eddies from their sea level height anomalies.
The identification algorithm first searches for local extrema of the input field, for example, maxima, which are
identified as the centers of anticyclones. Once an extremum is found, the algorithm reduces the value found
at the center by an incremental step and determines an associated closed contour around the center. If the
closed contour still contains only a single maximum, the contour value will be iteratively decreased, followed
by the check that the contour still contains a single maximum. Once the contour encloses more than one sin-
gle maximum, the algorithm stops and the closed contour from the preceding step is used as definition of
the eddy boundary. This method does not require specification of a maximum eddy size as typically done for
closed-contour approaches (e.g., Chelton et al., 2011). In short, Puddies are defined as the largest (outermost)
closed contours of layer thickness anomalies containing only a single maximum.

We chose the following input parameters for the algorithm: the incremental increase is set to 0.05 m and the
minimum area of eddies to 4×4 (i.e., 16) pixels to resolve the eddy radius with at least two grid boxes. Two grid
boxes correspond to roughly 20 km or about half of the first baroclinic radius of deformation, with the latter
representing a rough expectation of the eddy length scale (Kurian et al., 2011; McWilliams, 1985). Hence, the
resolution of the model is expected to be sufficiently high to resolve mesoscale Puddies. Note that forma-
tion of Puddies in finer resolution models involves submesoscale adjustment processes after the detachment
of the undercurrent from the shelf, and upscale organization into geostrophic or gradient wind balanced
currents (Molemaker et al., 2015). In the mesoscale-resolving model used for the present study, Puddies pre-
sumably form directly from boundary current instabilities as balanced flow (Combes et al., 2015; Hormazabal
et al., 2013; Molemaker et al., 2015; Solodoch et al., 2016).

We track the closed contours, that is, Puddies over time with a modified version of the nearest neighbor
approach provided by Faghmous et al. (2015) where the search space for an eddy in each subsequent time
is based simply on the eddy radius: following detection on one time step, we search for the eddy in the next
time step, that is, 5 days later, within a circle surrounding the presumed location of the eddy center, estimated
based on the propagation of the previous time step. The radius of the circle is set to the radius of the eddy with
a cap at 60 km. The eddy is allowed to disappear for up to 20 days to bridge time periods during which the
eddy is lost to the identification algorithm and thus to prevent a premature cut of an eddy track: an eddy may
be lost for consecutive time steps if it is characterized by multiple extrema. Multiple extrema within a large
eddy are identified by the algorithm as individual features which are discarded if they are too small to pass
the 4 × 4 threshold size. Within 20 days the average eddy propagates over a distance corresponding roughly
to its radius (see section 3.2), so that if an eddy is lost and another eddy detected inside the radius within the
following 20 days, it is very likely the same eddy at a later time. The identification and tracking of eddies was
evaluated visually based on animations (see sample animations in the supporting information). The choice of
algorithm parameters is conservative, in the sense that we prefer to end an eddy track prematurely, rather than
merge tracks of independent eddies. Based on sensitivity tests (not shown), we do not expect our conclusions
to be sensitive to the exact choice of the parameters of the identification and tracking algorithms.

Following identification and tracking, we quantify the following eddy properties: the radius Le, defined as the
radius of a circle with an area equal to the eddy area; the eddy lifespan, defined as the time period between
the first and the last identification of an eddy; and the lifetime propagation distance.

As our focus is on subsurface coherent eddies that originate from EBUS and carry their typical chemical signa-
ture into the gyres, that is, Puddies, we filter tracked eddies according to the following criteria: we constrain
our analysis to eddies that (i) originate in climatological oxygen conditions of 200 μmol kg−1 or less and that
(ii) feature a net westward propagation over their lifetime. Many of the closed-contour features detected as
eddies are quite short-lived, with lifespans of few weeks. To ensure a certain coherence and lifetime prop-
agation distance, we further consider eddies only if they exist for at least 3 months; for the assessment of
long-range transport, we limit our analysis to eddies existing at least 9 months. Finally, we consider only eddies
with complete life cycles; that is, we discard eddies existing in the first or last time step of the analysis period,
and further discard the first and last 2 years of the 20 year simulation time to ensure a full lifespan spectrum
during the analysis period.

We note that we refer to coherent eddies as (i) vortex-like structures (ii) associated with density anomalies,
(iii) which remain coherent and conserve material properties as they propagate over distances larger than
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their size. From (iii) it follows that tracer properties of coherent eddies are generally different from ambient
waters, an indicator for their distant origins. The dilution of tracers over the eddies’ lifetime provides a measure
for the entrainment of external waters, that is, a measure of the imperfect coherence of the eddies (see section
3.4.1/4.1). With respect to coherency, our definition is not as strict as the definition of eddies as Lagrangian
coherent structures (see, e.g., review by Haller, 2015), which by design are expected to preserve 100% of the
water in their core.
2.3.3. Collocation of Puddies and Tracer Properties
To determine the Puddies’ tracer characteristics, we proceed as follows. (i) We interpolate the 5 day biogeo-
chemical (oxygen and macronutrient) and physical (temperature and salinity) fields on an isopycnal layer
roughly at the cores of the eddies, here 26.7 kg m−3 (Figures 2c and 3a). (ii) We apply a low-pass filter, that
is, smooth the resulting fields by convolution with a 10 × 10 box kernel, roughly corresponding to the mean
eddy diameter. This rather large filter provides a conservative estimate: if a smaller or no filter is chosen, eddy
effects are qualitatively similar, yet larger as eddy properties are more extreme at the eddy core. (iii) We extract
from these fields (unsmoothed and smoothed) the values at the center of each eddy. Thereby, we take the
unsmoothed fields to represent extremes associated with eddies, and the smoothed fields to be represen-
tative of the eddies’ cores. Estimates of sea surface height anomalies associated with subsurface eddies are
calculated conservatively as the difference between 5 day mean sea surface height fields smoothed with
10 × 10 box and 30 × 30 box filters. We also extract tracer values and remineralization rates at eddy centers
from climatologies, as due to data storage constraints, remineralization rates were not stored at sufficiently
high resolution to directly diagnose effects of Puddies. Climatologies are calculated as averages over the last
20 years of the model simulation, years 181–200, and tracer anomalies are then calculated relative to the
climatologies.

2.4. Biogeochemical Effects of Puddies: Transport and Sources-Sinks
2.4.1. Long-Range Volume and Tracer Transports
We estimate the volume export by Puddies from a region, such as the inshore regions shown in Figure 2a with
the following equation (see also McWilliams, 1985):

Me = neVe(m3 s−1) , (1)

where ne is the average number of eddies leaving each region per unit time (s−1). The average eddy volume
Ve = 4

3
πL2

e
1
2

He (m3) is approximated as a spheroid, with the eddy thickness He=100 m, a lower bound estimate
(see also Figure 2c), and Le the eddy regional average radius.

The component of the tracer convergence due to long-range transport by Puddies in the same regions per
unit mass is estimated with

ΔDe = ρ0 ΔCe Me M−1 T (μmol kg−1 yr−1) , (2a)

De = ρ0 Ce Me M−1 T (μmol kg−1 yr−1) , (2b)

with ρ0 denoting a reference density (1,035 kg m−3), ΔCe the average tracer concentration anomaly of eddies
in the region (μmol kg−1), the volume of the region M (m3), and T converting from seconds to years. In addi-
tion to the eddy average anomalous tracer concentration ΔCe in equation (2a), we also use the average eddy
tracer concentration Ce to estimate the tracer convergence due to the eddies’ water volume transport in
equation (2b).ΔDe based on equation (2a) and De based on equation (2b) can then be compared to the terms
of the tracer tendency (see, e.g., Griffies et al., 2015, 2016) calculated online (i.e., during the simulation).

The tracer tendency is largely determined by a balance between the convergence of resolved advective pro-
cesses (D) and the tracer sources/sinks, while the convergence of parameterized subgridscale advective and
diffusive processes is small (except for the inshore Atlantic region where vertical diffusion of the macronutrient
is similar to sources minus sinks, not shown). The tracer concentration C and the resolved flow v (multiplied by
the conversion factor T and normalized by M to obtain (μmol kg−1 yr−1)) were used to calculate D = −∇⋅(𝜌0vC)
online. The result encompasses both the convergence of the long-range subsurface coherent eddy trans-
port De, which is estimated separately based on equation (2b) and noncoherent contributions. To gauge the
relative importance of the coherent transport, we directly compare the two terms.

To illustrate some of the uncertainty of the estimates of tracer transport by Puddies based on equations (2a)
and (2b), we add error bars to the budget figures in section 3.4.2, based on the standard error of the radii and
eddy numbers, and increasing their thickness from 100 m to 200 m.
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For the comparison of De and D we consider an inshore EBUS volume, as noted above, and an offshore subtrop-
ical gyre volume. The lateral boundaries of these regions, shown in Figures 2a and 9c, are defined as ranging
from the coast to 500 km offshore (EBUS), and from 500 to 4000 km offshore (subtropical gyre). The vertical
extent of the volumes is the same isopycnal layer chosen for the eddy detection (26.4 kg m−3 and 27.1 kg m−3,
Figure 3b), hereafter referred to as the pycnocline.
2.4.2. Contribution to the Mean State
Puddies moving away from EBUS regions typically carry with them a low-oxygen signature. Therefore, their
presence modifies the climatological shape and intensity of oxygen minimum zones, presumably diminishing
their intensity and expanding them toward the well-oxygenated subtropical gyres. The contribution of Pud-
dies to the mean tracer (i.e., oxygen) concentration can be estimated based on (see also Schütte, Karstensen,
et al., 2016):

C = fe ⋅ Ce + (1 − fe) ⋅ Cne (3)

where C is the climatological (i.e., long-term time mean) tracer concentration, which already includes the
eddy contribution, Ce as in equation (2b) is the average tracer concentration inside the eddies, and fe is the
probability a transient Puddy is present at a given location, which we refer to as eddy coverage. The unknown
is Cne which represents an estimate of the tracer field if the eddies were not present. Solving equation (3) for
this term results in

Cne = (C − fe ⋅ Ce) ⋅ (1 − fe)−1 (4)

where all the terms on the right-hand side can be calculated based on model output and the subsequent
eddy tracking results. After obtaining Cne with this approach, we compare it to the actual climatological tracer
C to assess to what extent Puddies alter the mean state tracer distribution.

3. Results
3.1. Model Evaluation
3.1.1. Mean State Relevant to the Simulation of Puddies
The depth of the ocean isopycnal layer on which Puddies typically reside (26.7 kg m−3; see section 2.3.3), as
well as the pattern of dissolved oxygen in this layer, compare favorably with observations, showing the typical
transition from deeper oxygenated subtropical waters to shallower, low-oxygen tropical and EBUS waters
(Figures 4a and 4b). The difference between model and observations (CARS; see section 2.2) tends to show
overestimated oxygen concentrations, most pronounced in the Southeast Pacific, with the exception of low
inshore oxygen concentrations in the tropical Atlantic (Figure 4c). These biases largely covary with the biases
in the density structure: where the isopycnal is shallower than observations, oxygen concentrations tend to
be higher. The oxygen overestimate in the South Pacific may arise from a bias toward deep winter mixed
layers in the Southeast Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean (not shown), injecting abundant well-oxygenated
waters onto this isopycnal surface. Part of the bias may also be due to an overly strong ventilation by the zonal
southern Tsuchiya Jet in the model. A high bias of oxygen concentrations in coastal regions, where Puddies
originate, may cause an initial high oxygen bias in Puddies in the Pacific. The offshore oxygen gradient in
the Pacific largely agrees with that observed, but in the Atlantic, the oxygen gradient is exaggerated by the
model. This suggests that estimates of long-range transport by Puddies in the Atlantic should be taken with
additional caution.

Because Puddies tend to be shed from EBUS poleward undercurrents, the model should reasonably represents
these currents, in order to accurately capture the eddies’ biogeochemical impact. While a comprehensive
characterization of EBUS undercurrents is beyond the scope of this study, a preliminary analysis shows that
undercurrents exist in the model (Figure 5a) and resemble in situ observations in the North and South Pacific
(Figure 5b). Note that the alongshore and temporal variability of poleward undercurrents is large (see, e.g.,
Chaigneau et al., 2013; Rudnick et al., 2017, and Figure 5a) and not well characterized. Hence, it is difficult
to assess the representativity of available observations. Nonetheless, overall, undercurrents appear to be
wider and weaker in the model than in the real ocean, potentially leading to an underestimate of the eddy
generation rates and intensities (Molemaker et al., 2015; Thomsen, 2016).
3.1.2. Qualitative Representation of Puddies
The model simulates abundant Puddies with anomalous low-oxygen signatures (Figures 2a and 2b). An
exhaustive comparison of model subsurface coherent eddies with observations is not possible, given the
small number of available observations. However, comparison of an observed Puddy from the South Pacific
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Figure 6. Tracks of Puddies existing 9 months or longer. Gray and red lines show the tracks of all tracked eddies,
and red lines indicate the analyzed subsample of eddies with a net westward propagation that originate in waters
with climatological oxygen below 200 μmol kg−1; white dots mark the origin (first detection) of individual eddies; the
background shows climatological oxygen concentrations (colors) on the isopycnal layer of Puddies (26.7 μmol kg−1);
white contours and labels mark selected oxygen levels; black boxes indicate the analysis regions.

with a simulated Puddy in the same location shows similar features (Figure 2c), including a distinct low oxygen
extreme in the pycnocline, and the typical lens shape.

The comparison of the individual South Pacific Puddy hints that oxygen concentrations of model Puddies are
biased high (Figures 2c and 2d), as does a comparison of the average oxygen concentration of North Atlantic
Puddies (66 μmol kg−1, Schütte, Karstensen, et al., 2016, versus 124 μmol kg−1 for model eddies). Further, Pud-
dies with next to anoxic conditions are exceptional in the model (2% have concentrations below 5 μmol kg−1),
while they appear to be common in observations (Lukas & Santiago-Mandujano, 2001; Schütte, Karstensen,
et al., 2016; Stramma et al., 2014). The magnitude of oxygen anomalies in the model and observations can be
similar for individual Puddies (e.g., the South Pacific eddy in Figure 2d). However, for the majority of Puddies
anomalies are too weak, at least in selected regions (Schütte, Karstensen, et al., 2016, find average anoma-
lies of −100 μmol kg−1 of North Atlantic Puddies, contrasting with much smaller average anomalies close to
−10 μmol kg−1 in the model).

The partial mismatch of oxygen concentrations and anomalies may be due to (i) the tendency of a high
oxygen bias in the model where Puddies form, at least in the Pacific (section 3.1.1; see also white contours
in Figure 5b) and (ii) underrepresented or missing biophysical interactions associated with Puddies in the
model. Biophysical interactions have been observed to lead to an apparent oxygen utilization rate within Pud-
dies that is several times to an order of magnitude larger compared to surrounding waters (e.g., Karstensen
et al., 2015; Schütte, Karstensen, et al., 2016; Stramma et al., 2013), possibly caused by feedbacks of the eddy
on surface productivity and export, or increased transport and remineralization of organic matter within the
eddies. Finally, (iii) a sampling bias in observations may also contribute, whereby intense, low-oxygen eddies
are preferentially detected or described.

The locations and pathways of Puddies visually agree well with observations in the South Pacific and North
Atlantic Oceans (see Johnson & McTaggart, 2010; Schütte, Karstensen, et al., 2016, and Figure 6), with origins
in EBUS and a subsequent offshore propagation. Quantitatively, we found 2 to 3 times as many eddies existing
3 months or longer in the North Atlantic as compared to Schütte, Brandt, and Karstensen (2016). The com-
parison to Schütte, Brandt, and Karstensen (2016) should be viewed with caution, however, as different eddy
identification methods were used and the smaller number of observed eddies may be due to the restriction
of observational studies to Puddies characterized by surface signals.
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Figure 7. Characteristics of Puddies existing 3 months or longer. Histograms show the frequency distributions of
(a) the eddy radius (5 km bins); (b) eddy propagation speeds (0.5 km d−1 bins); (c) eddy lifespans (1 month bins);
(d) distances eddies cover over their lifetime (100 km bins); (e) temperature anomalies at the center of eddies
(0.05∘C bins, on 26.7 kg m−3; the distribution of salinity anomalies has the same shape due to density compensation);
and (f ) sea surface height anomalies (0.05 cm bins). Note that the frequency increase at the tails of the distributions is
due to the outermost bins containing all instances “smaller (left tail) or larger (right tail) than.” Vertical dashed lines
denote the means; colors indicate the four focus regions; only eddies with a net westward propagation and which
originate in climatological oxygen concentrations lower than 200 μmol kg−1 are considered.

Puddies in both the model and observations tend to carry the temperature and salinity signature of the pole-
ward eastern boundary undercurrents at similar latitudes (see snapshots of sample eddies, Figure 3a). That is,
on average they are warmer and saltier than surrounding waters (e.g., Lukas & Santiago-Mandujano, 2001;
Stramma et al., 2014, Figure 7), except for the North Atlantic where they are fresher and cooler (Karstensen
et al., 2015; Schütte, Brandt, & Karstensen, 2016, Figure 7). 76% and 91% of eddies existing at least 3 and
9 months, respectively, feature physical and biogeochemical characteristics of undercurrent waters. These
numbers support the hypothesis that the majority of detected eddies originate from poleward undercurrents.

We conclude that the model simulates subsurface eddies sufficiently well to use its solution to provide a first
global census of Puddies and a first estimate of their importance for biogeochemistry.

3.2. Statistics of Puddies
We focus on subsurface coherent eddies that are anticyclonic, exist 3 months or longer, form in EBUS waters
with climatological oxygen levels smaller than 200 μmol kg−1, and dissipate further offshore, that is, feature a
net westward propagation (see section 2.3.2). This subsampling, mainly due to the constraint on age, drasti-
cally
reduces the number of eddies, leaving us with a few percent of the initially tracked features, or a total of 9,101
(569 per year) eddies which are captured by more than 300,000 five day average snapshots. Of this subselec-
tion of eddies, 25% (total 2,250, 141 per year) exist 6 months or more, 9% (total 812, 51 per year) 9 months
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Table 1
Overview of Puddy Characteristics (Mean, in Brackets the 10th and 90th Percentiles)

Lifespan Radius Propagation speeda Lifespan Propagation distance

Region (months) (km) (km d−1) (months) (km)

All ≥3 52 (27/84) 2.6 (0.4/4.9) 6 (3/9) 313 (81/607)

≥9 61 (32/92) 2.5 (0.8/4.5) 15 (9/25) 848 (262/1,580)

North Atlantic ≥3 52 (29/83) 2.7 (0.2/5.1) 5 (3/7) 258 (78/486)

≥9 60 (33/89) 2.9 (0.7/5.2) 11 (9/13) 714 (317/1,173)

South Atlantic ≥3 54 (29/87) 2.9 (0.5/5.2) 5 (3/8) 349 (104/615)

≥9 65 (36/95) 3.2 (1.0/5.3) 13 (9/20) 1,059 (347/2,012)

North Pacific ≥3 49 (26/79) 2.3 (0.4/4.3) 6 (3/10) 284 (70/580)

≥9 57 (31/85) 2.1 (0.7/3.8) 16 (10/29) 727 (214/1,310)

South Pacific ≥3 55 (28/93) 2.8 (0.5/5.1) 5 (3/8) 347 (90/658)

≥9 67 (35/105) 2.9 (1.0/4.5) 14 (9/21) 988 (372/1,764)

aIncludes advection by ambient flow.

or more, and 4% (total 399, 25 per year) 12 months or more. We identified most eddies in the North Pacific,
followed by the South Pacific, the South Atlantic, and the North Atlantic.

There is significant interannual variability in eddy formation rates (not shown), and a weak seasonality, with
a subtle peak of eddy formation in the Pacific in autumn. The latter contrasts with results by Schütte, Brandt,
and Karstensen (2016) who noted a formation peak in the North Atlantic in spring. We anticipate variability of
Puddy formation to be linked to poleward undercurrent variability, which in turn may be linked to both sea-
sonal and interannual wind stress curl variations and large-scale climate modes. Seasonality and interannual
variability of poleward undercurrents is not well known given the sparsity and sampling bias of observa-
tions (see, e.g., Chaigneau et al., 2013). We leave variability of Puddy formation and its relation to poleward
undercurrent variability for future work.

While research exists on Puddy formation from poleward undercurrents (see section 1 and, e.g., Molemaker
et al., 2015; Thomsen, 2016), mechanisms of Puddy decay are less clear. As noted before, Puddies tend to form
along a narrow coastal strip associated with poleward undercurrents, and to decay offshore, over a much
wider region. Based on the sample animations in the supporting information, we identify a few qualitative
aspects of eddy decay: (i) Puddies merge and split not only in coastal but also offshore waters, resulting in
Puddy “deaths.” (ii) Puddies strongly interact with islands and seamounts, resulting in Puddy splitting or dissi-
pation (see sample animations in the supporting information, especially associated with the Hawaiian Islands
and the ridge east of Easter Island, in the North and South Pacific basins, respectively). Accordingly, Puddy
coverage decreases downstream of such features (Figure 9a). (iii) Puddies in the open ocean become steadily
smaller and/or unstable late in their lifetimes, shed filaments, and subsequently dissolve, perhaps as a result
of interaction with the background flow (McWilliams, 1985).

Distributions of eddy characteristics and their averages (10th percentiles/90th percentiles) are given in
Figures 7a–7d and Table 1, and their physical and biogeochemical anomaly extrema (see section 2.3.3) in
Figures 7e and 8a–8d and in Table 2. Note that the distributions of eddy characteristics are skewed toward
small mean values with long tails of extrema, especially for biogeochemical tracers. Compared to observa-
tional estimates based on Argo profiling floats, these anomalies are of the same sign, yet clearly smaller
(Pegliasco et al., 2015; Schütte, Brandt, & Karstensen, 2016). Causes for the smaller magnitude of anomalies
in the model include (i) potential model biases; (ii) a focus of observational studies on pronounced eddies,
such as on eddies with a large radius and/or sea surface height anomaly; and (iii) the limitation to subsurface
eddies with a detectable surface signal, which would favor subsurface eddies which are intense.

We also tracked cyclonic subsurface eddies. The results suggest that anticyclones dominate in the pycnocline,
accounting for 60% and 80% of all of 3 month and 9 month lifespan subsurface coherent eddies, respectively.
Furthermore, outside of the North Atlantic, cyclonic eddies do not tend to carry the low-oxygen, high-macro-
nutrient, or temperature/salinity characteristics of poleward undercurrents. Because of their very different
characteristics, we leave an investigation of subsurface cyclonic eddies for future studies.
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Figure 8. Biogeochemical characteristics of Puddies. The histograms show the frequency distributions of tracer
anomaly at the center, that is, extrema, of Puddies existing (a, c) 3 months or longer and (b, d) 9 months or longer
(using 5 μmol kg−1 and 0.05 μmol kg−1 bins for oxygen and the general macronutrient, respectively). Vertical dashed
lines denote the means; colors indicate the four focus regions; only eddies with a net westward propagation and
which originate in climatological oxygen conditions lower than 200 μmol kg−1 are considered.

Puddies feature a positive sea surface height anomaly for 60% and around 75% of the eddies existing 3 months
and 9 months or longer, respectively (Figure 7f ). The average anomaly is subtle: 1.2 cm for 9 month eddies
and even smaller for 3 month eddies. This is smaller than the several centimeters diagnosed by (Schütte,
Karstensen, et al., 2016; Stramma et al., 2014). Note that the latter study detected eddies based on their sur-
face signal, that is, missing eddies with a weak surface expression. Hence, their estimate of the sea surface
height anomaly is anticipated to be biased high. We find an indication that the surface signature weakens
for Puddies that “hide” in the pycnocline below 300–400 m depth. Our results corroborate earlier studies
that surface-based detection of subsurface coherent eddies may prove challenging (see also Assassi et al.,
2016; Bashmachnikov et al., 2014; Ciani, 2017). For instance, an index based on a combination of sea surface
height and sea surface temperature (Assassi et al., 2016; Schütte, Brandt, & Karstensen, 2016) to distinguish

Table 2
Overview of Puddy Physical and Biogeochemical Tracer Extrema (Mean, in Brackets the 10th and 90th Percentiles), That Is, at
the Center of Puddies, Relative to Climatological Values on the 26.7 kg m−3 Isopycnal Layer

Region Lifespan ΔTemperature ΔSalinity ΔOxygen ΔMacronutrient

(months) (∘C) (psu) (μmol kg−1) (μmol kg−1)

All ≥3 +0.1 (−0.1/+0.5) +0.03 (−0.02/+0.11) −17 (−50/+8) +0.13 (−0.12/+0.44)

≥9 +0.3 ( 0.0/+0.9) +0.06 ( 0.00/+0.19) −36 (−84/−1) +0.27 (−0.01/+0.64)

North Atlantic ≥3 −0.3 (−1.0/+0.3) −0.08 (−0.27/+0.07) −7 (−36/+19) +0.12 (−0.26/+0.53)

≥9 −0.4 (−1.2/+0.2) −0.10 (−0.32/+0.05) −13 (−46/+14) +0.18 (−0.21/+0.69)

South Atlantic ≥3 +0.1 ( 0.0/+0.2) +0.01 (−0.01/+0.04) −17 (−57/+10) +0.15 (−0.14/+0.53)

≥9 +0.1 ( 0.0/+0.2) +0.02 (−0.01/+0.04) −41 (−100/+4) +0.38 (−0.08/+1.00)

North Pacific ≥3 +0.2 (−0.1/+0.4) +0.03 (−0.01/+0.08) −14 (−38/+2) +0.13 (−0.04/+0.37)

≥9 +0.3 ( 0.0/+0.5) +0.05 ( 0.00/+0.09) −24 (−47/−2) +0.23 ( 0.00/+0.49)

South Pacific ≥3 +0.3 (−0.1/+0.9) +0.06 (−0.01/+0.19) −23 (−79/+14) +0.11 (−0.19/+0.48)

≥9 +0.7 (+0.2/+1.2) +0.15 (+0.03/+0.25) −61 (−117/−9) +0.34 (−0.02/+0.79)
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Figure 9. Effect of Puddies on the mean oxygen distribution. (a) Fractional coverage by Puddies existing 3 months
or longer, propagating westward and originating in climatological oxygen conditions lower than 200 μmol kg−1,
based on regridding to 2 × 2 longitude-latitude boxes. (b) Average oxygen anomalies of the same eddies regridded to
2 × 2 longitude-latitude boxes on the isopycnal layer of the eddy cores (26.7 μmol kg−1). (c) Reduction of climatological
oxygen due to the presence of Puddies on the same isopycnal layer, relative to the climatological oxygen field if
the eddies did not exist (see text, shown as dashed black contours). Solid black lines show the actual climatological
oxygen, indicating an offshore expansion of oxygen minimum zones arising from the eddies; black boxes indicate the
analysis regions; lines parallel to the coast in (c) show the inshore (500 km) and offshore (4,000 km) regions used for
the assessment of the biogeochemical tracer budget (Figure 12).
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surface-intensified and subsurface-intensified eddies will fail if sea surface height anomalies are negative, as
is the case for a nonnegligible fraction of subsurface eddies in the model (Figure 7f ).

The coverage of Puddies (fe, see section 2.4.2) existing at least 3 months can exceed 10% in the areas adja-
cent to EBUS (Figure 9a). It is largest inshore and tends to level off further offshore. This is anticipated if most
eddies are formed near the coast from poleward undercurrents. Note that not all eddies form directly near the
coast. Eddies appearing farther offshore may result from difficulties in tracking, or from offshore formation by
merging of filaments or splitting of existing eddies (see sample animations in the supporting information).

3.3. Potential Effect of Puddies on Biogeochemical Sources-Sinks
3.3.1. Contribution to Climatological Biogeochemical Tracer Field
Average biogeochemical tracer anomalies representative over cores of Puddies (see section 2.3.3) existing
3 months or longer are in the range of −4 to −14 μmol kg−1 for oxygen and close to 0.1 μmol kg−1 for the
macronutrient in the four regions. These anomalies are larger for long-lived eddies existing 9 months or
longer, namely, in the range of−8 to−39 μmol kg−1 for oxygen and 0.1 to 0.2 μmol kg−1 for the macronutrient.

As a result, the contribution of Puddies to the climatological oxygen field is to decrease oxygen levels by a
few percent and up to 10% (Figure 9c), supporting the results by Schütte, Karstensen, et al. (2016) who found
a similar decrease of roughly 10% due to eddies in the North Atlantic shallow oxygen minimum. A significant
effect of eddies on climatological oxygen occurs where eddies are numerous (Figure 9a) and where the oxygen
tracer gradient along their propagation path is steep (see contours in Figures 9b and 9c); that is, their anoma-
lies are large (Figure 9b). The oxygen decrease due to eddies results in a subtle westward expansion of the
large-scale oxygen-minima (black solid versus dashed contours in Figure 9c). Hence, to some extent, Puddies
contribute to shaping the mean biogeochemical state of the pycnocline.
3.3.2. Contribution to Biogeochemical Extreme Events
Puddies represent low-oxygen extreme events at the locations where they occur (Figure 10). The transient low-
oxygen Puddy lenses may affect the behavior of motile oxygen-sensitive organisms in the ocean, for example,
vertically migrating zooplankton and larger predators (Bianchi et al., 2013; Hauss et al., 2016; Stramma et al.,
2011), place stress on benthic communities where they impinge on the seafloor, or allow for suboxic biogeo-
chemical processes, such as reduced particle degradation, increased nitrous oxide production, and denitri-
fication (Löscher et al., 2015). These processes are typically focused inside oxygen minimum zones, but in
association with eddies, they may happen outside the climatological boundary of oxygen minimum zones. For
example, on the isopycnal layer 26.7 kg m−3, at climatological oxygen concentrations>30 μmol kg−1 (i.e., out-
side of climatologically suboxic waters), the average total volume of suboxic Puddies is equal to 5% of the
global suboxic water volume. Similarly, at climatological oxygen concentrations >90 μmol kg−1 (i.e., outside
of climatologically hypoxic waters), the average total volume of hypoxic Puddies is equal to 10% of the global
volume of hypoxic waters. While transient low-oxygen extreme events typically occur at the fringes of clima-
tological oxygen minimum zones associated with instantaneous deformations of the oxygen minimum zone
boundary, the low-oxygen extreme events associated with Puddies frequently occur far from this boundary
in well-oxygenated waters of the subtropical gyres.

3.4. Long-Range Tracer Transport by Puddies
3.4.1. Coherence
Puddies tend to preserve material properties of their source waters. For instance, oxygen tends to hover
around the same value over the lifespan of the average Puddy, especially in the Pacific (Figures 11a and 11c).
The stable oxygen concentrations in simulated Puddies contrast with the ambient climatological oxygen con-
centrations, which increase as Puddies propagate westward into the subtropical gyre. In the Atlantic, this
contrast is less pronounced, as oxygen inside the eddies increases with their lifetime, apparently because they
are less coherent (Figures 11b and 11d; see also Figure 8). Accordingly, oxygen anomalies are smaller than
in the Pacific, where oxygen concentrations remain closer to their initial values. That is, the evolution of oxy-
gen concentrations in Pacific Puddies suggests a greater efficiency in isolating waters in their core than their
Atlantic counterparts.

The oxygen concentrations within Puddies result from a balance between consumption in the eddy interior
and physical supply across the eddy boundary. An estimate of the oxygen decrease due to cumulative oxygen
consumption within eddies after their formation (based on local climatological rates; see section 2.3.3) indi-
cates that the internal consumption is indeed a significant, but relatively minor effect in the Pacific (pink
lines, Figure 11). The effect in the Atlantic is larger, presumably because Puddies are shallower and therefore
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Figure 10. Puddies as low-oxygen extreme events. Red lines show the frequency distribution of oxygen (O2) at the
center of Puddies, that is, extreme values, on the isopycnal layer of the eddy cores (26.7 μmol kg−1, 5 μmol kg−1 bins);
black lines the frequency distribution of climatological oxygen at the eddy centers. Distributions are calculated in the (a)
North Pacific, (b) North Atlantic, (c) South Pacific, and (d) South Atlantic, for eddies with lifespans of at least 3 months;
vertical bars indicate the means (solid) and medians (dashed); red shadings indicate 80 (pale) and 20 (dark) μmol kg−1

oxygen levels, here taken as thresholds for hypoxic and suboxic conditions, respectively.

experience higher rates of both remineralization and boundary exchange (see Figure 4). We conclude that,
globally, lateral transport of low initial oxygen concentrations across large background gradients is the
main cause of Puddy oxygen anomalies, though local consumption can make an important contribution,
particularly in the Atlantic.
3.4.2. Biogeochemical Tracer Budget
Puddies will release their material properties where they dissolve farther offshore, hundreds to thousands of
kilometers away from the location where they enclosed water and material properties (Brandt et al., 2015).
Most (about 80%) of the distance covered by Puddies over their lifetime is due to their intrinsic propagation
rather than advection by the mean flow. This estimate is based on the westward zonal propagation speed of
eddies relative to the climatological (i.e., ambient) westward flow averaged over 50–500 m depth (not shown).
In the following, we estimate the Puddies’ contribution to the biogeochemical tracer convergence, for both
inshore EBUS and offshore subtropical gyre regions (as marked in Figures 2a and 9c; see section 2.4.1).

To this end, we compare the tracer convergence arising from the Puddies’ transport to the tracer convergence
due to all resolved advective processes, which encompass the Puddy transport (see section 2.4.1). We focus on
the contribution from long-lived Puddies existing 9 months or longer which propagate over long distances.
We first discuss how the tracer convergence in the regions is altered by Puddies carrying a tracer anomaly
(equation (2a)), and second their absolute contribution to the tracer convergence (equation (2b)).

First, Puddies affect total tracer advection because they carry biogeochemical tracer anomalies: for oxygen,
they cause an export of anomalously low-oxygen waters from the inshore regions, driving a positive anomaly
of the inshore oxygen convergence (Figure 12c), implicitly supporting oxygenation of the inshore regions.
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Figure 11. Temporal evolution of oxygen in Puddies existing 3 months or longer. Red lines show oxygen (O2) at eddy
centers on the isopycnal layer 26.7 μmol kg−1, relative to the oxygen at the time of first detection, that is, eddy origin
(1 month bins). Pink lines show the same as red lines, with the accumulated respiration of oxygen within the eddy due
to its isolation subtracted; that is, the pink lines are an estimate of oxygen concentrations if there was no consumption
of oxygen. Black lines show climatological oxygen concentrations at the locations where eddies occur relative to oxygen
concentrations where the eddies originate from, illustrating changing ambient oxygen concentrations while Puddies
propagate westward. Shadings indicate the standard error. Oxygen anomalies are shown in the (a) North Pacific,
(b) North Atlantic, (c) South Pacific, and (d) South Atlantic, for the first year of eddies propagating westward and
originating in climatological oxygen conditions lower than 200 μmol kg−1.

In contrast, in the offshore regions, Puddies import anomalously low-oxygen waters, leading to a reduced con-
vergence of oxygen from advection. The onshore increase is around 10% and the offshore reduction around
5% in the Pacific, whereas the numbers are negligible for the Atlantic. The same holds for macronutrients,
with the difference that the sign is flipped since Puddies carry high-macronutrient anomalies (Figure 12d).
Therefore, because of their enhanced nutrient content relative to surrounding waters, Puddies act to extract
nutrients from the coastal regions to redeposit them further offshore.

Second, we quantify the absolute magnitude of the long-range transport by Puddies. Below the surface,
the net resolved flow supplies oxygen and removes macronutrients both in inshore and offshore waters
(Figures 12a and 12b), thereby compensating for remineralization of organic matter, which depletes oxygen
and releases macronutrients everywhere. Puddies form in the inshore regions and dissolve in the offshore
regions. As part of this offshore volume transport, they also extract biogeochemical tracers, that is, both
oxygen and macronutrients from the EBUS, and supply them to the offshore subtropical gyre. This Puddy-
driven subsurface transport contributes(10)% to more than 100% to the total advective tracer convergence
in the Pacific pycnocline (Figures 12e and 12f). One needs to keep in mind that this transport is associated
with a compensating volume flow while the Puddies move westward. If the convergence due to Puddies is
larger than the convergence of all resolved advective processes (i.e., if it is larger than 100%), other advec-
tive processes, including undercurrent transport and eastward stretching filaments, are compensating for the
Puddy-induced export of tracer from the region.

The results show a much smaller contribution of eddies to the total advective convergence in the Atlantic
relative to the Pacific. The greater role of Puddies in the Pacific is due to both their larger numbers, and
to weaker contributions from other advection terms in the region (Figures 12a and 12b). Further, there are
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Figure 12. Biogeochemical tracer transport by Puddies. (a, b) Total tracer convergence from resolved advection, which
includes transport by Puddies. (c, d) Tracer convergence due to the anomaly transport by Puddies (i.e., advection due
to the tracer anomaly ΔCe inside the eddies, ΔDe, equation (2a)), relative to the advective convergence shown in (a)
and (b) in percent. (e, f ) Tracer convergence due to the absolute transport by Puddies (i.e., advection due to the tracer
content Ce of eddies, De, equation (2b)), relative to the advective convergence shown in (a) and (b) in percent. Panels (a),
(c), and (e) refer to oxygen and (b), (d), and (f ) to the macronutrient; error bars in (c)–(f ) indicate uncertainty due to
eddy radii, thickness, and numbers (see section 2.4.1); only eddies existing 9 months or more which tend to propagate
(1,000 km) are considered.

tracer differences, with eddy oxygen transport in the Pacific ranging from around 10% to more than 70%, and
macronutrient transport ranging from 30% to around 150% of the total transport. The muted and boosted
contributions of Puddies to oxygen and macronutrient convergence, respectively, is consistent with Puddies
carrying negative anomalies for oxygen and positive anomalies for macronutrients.
3.4.3. Indirect Ventilating Effect
To estimate the Puddies’ effect on ventilation time scales in the inshore and offshore regions, we estimate
their volume transport with equation (1). For volume, it does not matter where waters originate from, that is,
if it is long-range transport or not; therefore we relax our constraint on lifespan from 9 to 3 months. Then, the
volume transport across the inshore-offshore boundary adds up to 0.1 Sv and 0.2 Sv for the North and South
Atlantic, respectively, and 0.5 Sv for the Pacific Puddies. This is of the same order of magnitude as estimated
by Schütte, Karstensen, et al. (2016) based on observations.

In comparison to the average poleward volume transport by the boundary undercurrents in the pycnocline, the
volume export by Puddies existing 3 months or longer accounts for 10% (North Atlantic), 30% (South Atlantic
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and South Pacific), to close to 50% (North Pacific) of the respective undercurrent transports. Thus, the model
suggests that Puddies leak a substantial fraction of the low-oxygen, nutrient-rich undercurrent waters offshore.
According to visual assessment (based on animations), export of these waters by Puddies is accompanied
by high-oxygen, low-nutrient filaments intruding eastward, presumably supported by mass conservation as
Puddies propagate westward, and/or by stirring of Puddies along isopycnals. The ventilation time scale of the
pycnocline in the focus regions, due only to the export by Puddies and assuming a compensating influx of
oxygenated waters, would then be (10) years for all basins, except for the North Atlantic where it exceeds
200 years.

4. Discussion
4.1. Subsurface Coherent Eddies as Tracer Cannonballs
Observations have shown that tracer characteristics of Puddies do not evolve much over time (Pegliasco et al.,
2015), suggesting that Puddies transport relatively isolated waters. Similarly, in the model we find Puddies to
be coherent, in the sense that they trap water and tracers and carry them westward with their intrinsic prop-
agation velocity (see sections 2.3.2 and 3.4.1). Although the eddy boundaries are not impermeable to water
exchange (we estimate a dilution of eddy core waters between 10% in the Pacific to 80% in the Atlantic; see
section 3.4.1), there is a resulting long-range, that is, nonlocal, lateral transport that is not considered in cli-
mate models with typically noneddying oceans. Our results suggest this effect ranges from a few percent to
more than 10% of the average oxygen concentration (section 3.4.2). Accordingly, it may be desirable to include
a parameterization of these oxygen-poor and macronutrient-rich eddies in noneddying models. We note
that for such a long-range, regionally specific tracer flux, standard diffusion parameterizations may be only
partially appropriate, as these typically exploit local tracer gradients (e.g., Treguier et al., 2003). Although these
standard parameterization schemes can be applied to smear out local tracer gradients effectively, subsurface
eddies act to spread smaller amounts of tracer nonlocally over large distances. Given that there are no known
nonlocal parameterizations of lateral tracer transport, we leave the development of a suitable parameteriza-
tion approach to future studies.

In addition, the export of oxygen-poor waters from inshore to offshore regions by the eddies may, via mass
conservation, facilitate the import of relatively oxygenated waters to the inshore regions (see also “Rossby rip
currents” at the ocean surface, Marshall et al., 2013). It is possible that filaments occurring between eddies
play an important role in this respect, as suggested by the visual impression of animations of oxygen on the
26.7 μmol kg−1 layer (see supporting information sample animations) and the surface ocean analysis of Nagai
et al. (2015). Results based on our model (section 3.4.3) suggest that Puddies are significant contributors to
the “leakage” of poleward flowing undercurrents, particularly in the North Pacific. Accordingly, Puddies export
low-oxygen waters from the undercurrents, becoming an intrinsic component of the processes that venti-
late the subsurface EBUS. An opposite effect can be envisioned for macronutrients, whereby Puddies remove
nutrient-rich subsurface waters that could otherwise be used to fuel productivity after upwelling. That is, for-
mation and export of Puddies may be an integral component of the “eddy quenching” of primary production
in EBUS (Gruber et al., 2011), with the difference that Puddies remove subsurface nutrients before they are
exposed to the surface by upwelling.

4.2. Subsurface Coherent Eddies as Hypoxic Storms and Stewpots
Because of their efficient isolation from ambient waters, Puddies represent low-oxygen extreme events when
they reach better ventilated ambient waters (section 3.3.2/3.4.1). For instance, a suboxic subsurface coherent
eddy has been observed at the Hawaii Ocean Time-series, several thousand kilometers offshore from its likely
origin, the California poleward undercurrent (Lukas & Santiago-Mandujano, 2001). In the model, Puddies
account for a significant fraction of low-oxygen extreme events outside of suboxic waters along the isopycnal
layers where they are found. This leads to the expectation of a similar contribution to low-oxygen processes
such as denitrification and nitrous oxide production (stewpot effect). This effect of Puddies, combined with the
spatial expansion of oxygen minimum zones by Puddies, may play a role in the lateral coupling of denitrifica-
tion and nitrogen fixation (see, e.g., Landolfi et al., 2013).

It is possible that we underestimate the effect of subsurface coherent eddies on biogeochemical tracers for
three reasons related to model physics. (i) The model resolution does not allow to simulate eddies much
smaller than the first baroclinic Rossby radius, while with increasing model resolution, the number of subsur-
face coherent eddies approaching the submesoscale tends to increase (Molemaker et al., 2015). As smaller
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Puddies can propagate over similarly large distances while carrying extreme tracer anomalies (see, e.g., Lukas
& Santiago-Mandujano, 2001; McWilliams, 2016), we expect them to have similar effects as the larger ones.
Our results should be considered indicative of mesoscale Puddies, with the expectation that submesoscale
Puddies will have additional impact. (ii) While we pick a certain density layer as representative for Puddies,
26.7 kg−3, we may miss the maximum anomaly of individual eddies if their core is slightly lighter or heavier,
thereby overall underestimating eddy anomalies. (iii) Eddies in the model may be weaker and less abundant
than in the real ocean given that the submesoscale processes which support the formation of subsurface
mesoscale eddies via upscale flow self-organization (Molemaker et al., 2015) are not included in the model
used here.

In addition to these physical shortcomings of the model, Puddies in the model may underestimate the inten-
sity of oxygen anomalies if they are missing an enhanced interior remineralization effect, as suggested by
observations. Such an effect could arise from enhanced near-surface production (e.g., Karstensen et al., 2015;
Schütte, Karstensen, et al., 2016; Stramma et al., 2013), or by respiration of excess organic matter trapped by
the eddies. This amplification effect may result in observed respiration rates within eddies several times as
large as in surrounding waters (e.g., Karstensen et al., 2015). Hence, within a year one could expect an addi-
tional decrease of oxygen concentrations of several 10 μmol kg−1 in model eddies if enhanced respiration
was well represented, that is, an amplification of the low-oxygen anomalies and related transports. While
the increased production above eddies (not shown) is captured by the model in some regions (the Atlantic),
production appears damped in others (the Pacific). Furthermore, lateral transport of dissolved and suspended
organic matter is not represented in the model; that is, the stewpot effect is only partially resolved. Finally,
another impact not accounted for by the model is potential behavioral changes of zooplankton and higher
trophic levels due to the low-oxygen anomalies of Puddies, with potential implications for respiration and
export (Hauss et al., 2016). This possibility may have additional implications for the behavior of large marine
predators, including those targeted by fisheries.

5. Conclusions

We analyzed subsurface coherent eddies originating in the EBUS regions, here labeled poleward undercurrent
eddies, or “Puddies,” in a global, eddying coupled climate model. The model simulates a rich and fairly realistic
population of Puddies, as compared to the limited number of available in situ observations and previous
modeling studies. The model allows us to determine basin-wide statistics of Puddies and provide a global
estimate of their biogeochemical role. The latter has been hypothesized by several studies but has never been
quantified due to the paucity of observational data, and the lack of sufficiently high-resolution model results.
The model we use provides an opportunity to fill the information gap. Given model biases (see section 4.2),
we expect our estimate of the effects of Puddies on biogeochemical tracers to be conservative.

Our sample of Puddies comprises close to 10,000 eddies, all existing 3 months or longer, close to 10% of
which persist for 9 months or longer. At any given time, roughly 600 and 50 independent eddies with lifespans
of 3 and 9 months, respectively, exist in the global ocean. Puddies tend to maintain strong coherence while
propagating westward over distances of several hundred kilometers, and a few percent of them cover more
than 1,000 km over their lifetime. In the 1∕10∘ model that we analyzed, they tend to occupy the mesoscale
range, with average radii of around 50 km. Puddies carry physical and biogeochemical signatures typical of
eastern boundary poleward undercurrents into the gyre interiors, where they appear as warm-salty anomalies,
with the exception of the North Atlantic where they inherit a cold-fresh signature from the undercurrent. In all
basins, they tend to appear as low-oxygen, high-nutrient extreme events.

Puddies alter the characteristics of EBUS and adjacent waters, decreasing climatological oxygen levels along
the boundary of EBUS and tropical oxygen minimum zones, exporting poleward undercurrent waters away
from EBUS, and contributing to EBUS and subtropical gyre tracer budgets. These impacts are (1–10)%, with
the largest effects being the “leakage” of waters from the undercurrents, and the associated offshore trans-
port of biogeochemical tracers. Especially in the Pacific Ocean, the removal of nutrients by subsurface eddies
is substantial, potentially contributing to the “eddy quenching” of productivity in the region (Gruber et al.,
2011), and, indirectly, to the ventilation of the oxygen minimum zones. We speculate that due to the relative
quiescence of the ocean interior and isolation from the air-sea interface, subsurface eddies maintain greater
coherence than surface eddies and are therefore particularly efficient at transporting material properties over
long distances.
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We conclude that while not first order, Puddies contribute to shaping biogeochemical tracer distributions,
exchanging properties between EBUS and the subtropical gyres. This exchange includes an important supply
of oxygenated waters to the low-oxygen regions. Additionally, by harboring low-oxygen processes in other-
wise well-ventilated waters, they may affect greenhouse gas and macronutrient cycles and may represent an
environmental feature that modifies the behavior of water-breathing animals. Hence, depending on the ques-
tion one pursues, they may deserve dedicated parameterizations in non eddy-resolving models. We have
carried out our analysis with a focus on oxygen and macronutrients; similar conclusions should apply to
other tracers.

Our quantitative assessment of Puddies and their biogeochemical effects is based on a single model and
should be regarded as a first, rather than a definitive estimate. It will be testable once comprehensive observed
statistics of subsurface eddies, such as their formation and decay rate, and their biogeochemical signature,
become available (e.g., for the North Atlantic see Schütte, Karstensen, et al., 2016). Conclusive assessments
of eddy statistics and impacts, including their larger number and stronger effect in the Pacific compared to
the Atlantic, and their role as “oasis” or “deserts” for higher trophic levels, will require large-scale observations
and increased sampling of individual eddies, for example, through distributed and autonomous observational
networks such as Argo (e.g., Li et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017), or by gliders. Our results may serve as a guide
for such dedicated observational efforts.
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